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Analysis International  

We offer a comprehensive series of unrivalled training programmes designed for the international financial 
sector.  

Our mission is to provide financial institutions with the skills and tools to detect, deter and disrupt money 
laundering, terrorism and other forms of financial crime. Our training will enable your institution to create a 
hostile environment for criminals and extremists.  

The Analysis International portfolio of training programmes contains media-rich case studies and immersive 
scenario-based exercises derived from actual examples of Financial Crime, Fraud, and Financial Intelligence. 

Our core team of specialised trainers and consultants hail from financial services, government and AML 
professional bodies.  

Our specialist training programmes: 
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AML awareness 
Understanding the stages of money laundering, the risks to professional bodies, AML measures to 
minimise the risk and the criminal offences that may be committed by those in the regulated sector. 

Course Description  

This training programme provides an interactive experience for employees within financial services and the regulated 
sector to identify the key stages of the money laundering process and understand the risks they are exposed to.  The 
course employs real examples to highlight the processes involved.  Participants will also devise their own ‘mock’ money 
laundering schemes and then seek to prevent and dismantle the schemes devised by their counterparts.  

This interactive course has been designed to combine instructors delivering actual case studies with the participants then 
utilising their own awareness and knowledge.  This will develop and enhance their ability in analysis, critical thinking and 
recognition of typologies and indicators of money laundering. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as a half day but can be run as a full day or even two-day event depending on your 
requirements. 

Course Outline 

▪ Introduction to Money Laundering (ML) 

▪ Understanding the three stages of the ML process (Placement, Layering, Integration) 

▪ Case studies with teamwork to identify the stages of money laundering 

▪ An introduction and understanding of the relevant criminal legislation and offences including those relevant to 
the regulated sector  

▪ Teamwork to devise an effective ML scheme 

▪ Teamwork to combat/dismantle rivals schemes 

 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Understand what is meant by money laundering and the three stages of the money laundering process 

▪ Understand the risks to professional parties; both complicit and unknowing 

▪ Demonstrate their understanding and learning by developing a viable ML scheme 

▪ Establish a clearer understanding of AML measures utilised by the regulated sector as well as understand the 
offences committed both criminal and regulated firms and individuals 

▪ Understand how algorithmic AML tools operate and why the human element can be invaluable  
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Anti-Bribery and Corruption 
Understanding international best practice and building effective ABC policies and procedures in order 
to mitigate exposure to corrupt practices and improve prevention, detection and reporting. 

Course Description  

As bribery and corruption is a global problem, all firms need to have in place adequate procedures to prevent corrupt 
practices in all their forms. This highly interactive training programme offers a unique experience for senior managers, 
compliance officers and all employees to understand the key offences under domestic legislation, as well as the FCPA, UK 
Bribery Act 2010 and national and international best practices. Participants also gain practical experience in creating actual 
policies to manage their firm’s ABC risks.    

This fully immersive course has been designed to incorporate instructor-led delivery of real-life case studies as well as 
sessions for participants to employ situational awareness techniques in analysis, critical thinking, and investigation skills. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as a half day but can be run as a full day depending on your requirements.. 

Course Outline 

▪ Introduction to corrupt practices 

▪ A review of the FCPA, UK Bribery Act and domestic legislation (where relevant) 

▪ The role of national and international bodies in combatting corruption 

▪ Best practice – the Ministry of Justice’s (MOJ) Six Principles  

▪ Prevention and detection of bribery and corruption – a business risk assessment 

▪ Gifts and Hospitality (G&H) 

▪ Personal Account Dealing (PAD) 

▪ Reporting suspicion 

 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Understand the various forms of corrupt practice, including but not limited to bribery, and why they pose such a 
serious problem for financial institutions 

▪ Become familiar with the offences under domestic legislation 

▪ Consider the work of national and international bodies in the global fight against corruption 

▪ Discuss the MOJ Six Principles to review the bribery and corruption risks faced by their institution 

▪ Create G&H and PAD policies to form part of your firm’s effective systems and controls 

▪ Understand how to recognise and report suspicious activity 
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Asset Restraint and Unexplained 
Wealth Orders 
Understanding and developing an appropriate response to Court Orders and Asset Restraints. 
Identifying and managing the risks related to restrained accounts and assets. 

Course Description  

This training programme has been designed to assist employees within financial services and the regulated sector to 
understand the nature and purpose of Asset Restraint and Unexplained Wealth Orders.  A background explanation of the 
history of UK Criminal Confiscation process is combined with recent developments in UK legislation. The course builds 
awareness of the risks to those managing restrained assets as well as the heightened risk of dissipation which can 
additionally involve the assistance of professional bodies.   

This interactive course combines instructor led training of actual case studies with the participants utilising their own 
awareness and knowledge.  This will develop and enhance their own analysis, critical thinking and recognition of risks 
involved. 

Course Duration 

This is typically offered as a full day course but can be run as a half day event depending on your requirements. 

Course Outline 

▪ Introduction to and brief history of UK Asset Confiscation legislation 

▪ Role of financial investigators within UK law enforcement 

▪ UK confiscation process; understanding the use of Asset Restraint and Unexplained Wealth Orders  

▪ Case studies on Asset Restraint and Confiscation proceedings where Restraint Orders were utilised 

▪ Case studies on Asset Restraint and Confiscation proceedings where assets were dissipated 

▪ A current overview of Unexplained Wealth Orders and recent developments in this area 
 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Gain a general understanding of the history and purpose of Asset Restraint and Unexplained Wealth Orders 

▪ Understand how the role of the financial investigator within UK law enforcement continues to develop 

▪ Gain an understanding of the UK asset confiscation process and the direct link to the use of Restraint Orders 

▪ Gain insight into actual case studies with examples of dissipation and manipulation of assets 
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CDD & EDD Workshop 
An immersive workshop on how to conduct thorough Customer Risk Assessments and undertake 
effective Customer and Enhanced Due Diligence. 

Course Description  

Effective Customer Due Diligence needs to be the foundation of a regulated firm’s AML systems and controls.  This highly 
interactive training programme offers a unique experience for Senior Managers, Compliance Officers, KYC professionals 
and all front office staff to conduct customer risk assessments and create actual client onboarding files in order to apply 
international best practice in a real world scenario.  It has been designed to enable participants to become proficient in 
identifying when and how to conduct Enhanced Due Diligence. 

This fully immersive course has been designed to incorporate instructor-lead delivery of real-life case studies as well as 
sessions for participants to employ situational awareness techniques in analysis, critical thinking, and investigation skills. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day if preferred. 

Course Outline 

▪ Introduction – Business Risk Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 

▪ Laws, rules and the Risk-Based Approach 

▪ Conducting a Customer Risk Assessment 

▪ Conducting Customer Due Diligence 
• Identification and verification 
• Beneficial ownership 
• Source of funds and wealth 
• Nature and purpose of the relationship 
• Screening  

▪ Enhanced Due Diligence 

▪ Reporting suspicious activity  
 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Review the money laundering risks faced by their institution 

▪ Become familiar with the legislative framework in the jurisdiction with regards to CDD 

▪ Understand the benefits of employing a risk-based approach 

▪ Know how to conduct a customer risk assessment 

▪ Become more proficient in conducting CDD 

▪ Create a client onboarding file 

▪ Practice conducting EDD 

▪ Understand how to recognise and report suspicious activity   
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CFT (E-Learning version) 
An introduction to Terrorist Cell Indicators (TCI), effective transaction monitoring and intelligence 
assessments 

Course Description  

An interactive e-learning course developed to assist in the identification of the key stages of terrorist activity through the 
analysis and assessment of financial records and transactions drawn from actual counter-terrorism investigations.   

This course is intended for all levels of employees who work in banking and financial services.  The course is followed by a 
knowledge check.  

The course is designed to run in a desktop PC environment running the latest / updated versions of modern web browsers 
(Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge, Apple Safari).  Audio must be enabled.  The use of smartphones and 
tablets is not recommended. This course can be offered as a web-based licence or embedded within your institutions 
Learning Management System (LMS). 

Course Duration 

The duration of the course is approximately 45 minutes with ten minutes of questions.  

Course Outline 

▪ Introduction  

▪ Terrorist Financing and the Current Threat 

▪ The path of radicalisation: Using the Analysis International Indicators to identify radicalisation 

▪ Recognising radicalisation in real world examples 

▪ Predicting methodological of attacks from the analysis and assessment of financial purchases 

▪ Charities and NGOs  

▪ Summary  

▪ Knowledge check: There is a ten question knowledge check at the end of the course with a standard pass mark of 
80% and unlimited attempts 
 

Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Become more proficient in the financial investigation and analysis of counter terrorism  

▪ Understand how financial intelligence can be used in identifying and disrupting the financing of terrorism 

▪ Understand the typologies and trends related to the financing of terrorism 

▪ Gain access to a unique reservoir of actual CFT case study from international investigations  
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CFT (Foundation) 
An introduction to Terrorist Cell Indicators (TCI), effective transaction monitoring and intelligence 
assessment 

Course Description  

This dynamic training programme offers an unrivalled experience for employees in financial services, Compliance 
professionals and law enforcement officers to identify the key stages of terrorist activity through the analysis and 
assessment of financial records and transactions drawn from actual counter-terrorism investigations.   Participants will 
work through a simulated ‘live’ investigation in order to identify how terrorists become radicalised and recognise the red 
flags that indicate a potential threat of a terrorist act. 

This fully immersive course has been designed to be a 40/60 split between instructors delivering actual case studies and 
participants employing situational awareness techniques in analysis, critical thinking, and investigation skills. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day or two-day depending on your requirements 

Course Outline 

▪ Identifying Intelligence Opportunities: Examining Terrorist Cell Indicators 

▪ Typologies and Indicators: Identifying terrorist funding  

▪ The Preparation and Planning Phase of Terrorist Cell: Recognize indicators of terrorist preparation and planning  

▪ Exploitation of Charities/NGO’s: The journey from radicalization into extremism 

▪ Taking an Investigation from Reactive to Proactive: Reviewing terrorist cell activity 

▪ Cell Dynamics/ Radicalisation: From Radicalization to Final Attack 

▪ Analysis of all financial data from the simulation 

▪ Conclusion  
 

 Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Understand the typologies and trends of terrorist financing  

▪ Effectively utilize financial intelligence in a reactive and proactive operation  

▪ Become more proficient in recognising and reporting potential terrorist financing 

▪ Understand the need for better transaction monitoring and human intervention in terrorism investigations  

▪ Be able to recognise terrorist cell indicators from the examination of financial data gathered from actual 
incidents 

▪ Engage in knowledge transfer sessions with CTF Investigators 

▪ Bridge the gap between the generic feedback provided by FIU/regulators to fulfil the appetite of better reporting 
within the institution 
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CFT (Advanced) 
Utilizing Terrorist Cell Indicators (TCI) and effective transaction monitoring to create better reporting 
within financial institutions 

Course Description  

This enhanced, bespoke, one-day session builds on the foundation course and contains sessions on terrorist finance 
investigation strategies and decision making. It also includes inputs on new payment methods, advanced techniques in the 
gathering of financial intelligence and the analysis and evaluation of terrorist organisations. The programme will include 
presentations, breakout sessions and group working and will encourage active participation.  

Attendees will be expected to identify critical information requirements and be able to analyse and assess information in 
order to determine the best use of resources and identify the best practice of implementation before deciding on a 
concerted action of disruption in relation to those involved in terrorist financing. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day or two-day course depending on your 
requirements. 

Course Outline 

▪ The training will involve group working and a scenario based exercise, as determined by the requirements and 
operating context of the client. Topics (to be tailored to your requirements) include: 

▪ Advanced financial intelligence gathering 

▪ The internet as a research tool (overview – available as a full one day course) 

▪ Advanced financial instruments (new payment methods - e-money)  

▪ Key current issues – strategic aims 

▪ The ability to report accurately and within increased confidence both internally and externally 
  

Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Benefit greatly from focusing on the relationships that financial information reveals and the intelligence value 
that can be derived from associated “non-financial” information (phone numbers, email addresses, passport 
numbers that are contained in financial documents.), particularly within SAR reporting requirements. 

▪ Develop an Enhanced Detection and Investigation capability into terrorist and extremist activity and behaviours 
when intelligence and financial information are used together.  

▪ Learn how to discover and exploit additional intelligence resources and sources that can identify leads that may 
otherwise go undetected and help prevent future attacks.  

▪ Build on the core skills obtained from the Foundation programme by assessing new terrorist finance investigation 
techniques and strategies.  

▪ Be exposed to inputs on new payment methods and other relevant topics (as determined by local situations and 
International case studies/investigations)  
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Money Laundering Risks of 
Correspondent Banking 
Understand the money laundering risks of correspondent banking products and services, and learn 
how to risk assess respondent banks. 

Course Description  

Correspondent banking is a vital part of global finance but given the volume of transactions and the speed at which 
payments must be processed; there is a risk that some transactions can represent the proceeds of crime.  This highly 
interactive training programme offers a unique experience for correspondent banking professionals, Compliance Officers 
and senior managers to discover how correspondent banking products and services can be exploited by money launderers 
and terrorists.  Participants will learn how to assess business risks and controls, and apply international best practice in 
order to manage the money laundering risks of their correspondent banking business. 

This fully immersive course has been designed to incorporate instructor-lead delivery of real-life case studies as well as 
sessions for participants to employ situational awareness techniques in analysis, critical thinking, and investigation skills. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as a half day. 

Course Outline 

▪ Introduction to Correspondent Banking: Key Terms, Why is correspondent banking needed; UK and EU 
regulatory framework 

▪ Scenario 1: message stripping 

▪ Money Laundering Risks: JMLSG guidance; Risks relating to specific correspondent banking products and 
services; De-risking 

▪ Scenario 2: detecting and preventing fraud 

▪ Due Diligence: Assessing business risks; Assessing business controls  

▪ Scenario 3: conducting a risk assessment on a Respondent Bank 

▪ Transaction Monitoring: Best practice; SWIFT messages 

▪ Scenario 4: filing a Suspicious Activity Report 
 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Consider the need for correspondent banking services 

▪ Discuss alternative payment systems, including open banking 

▪ Understand the higher Compliance risks associated with correspondent banking 

▪ Become familiar with the key laws, rules and guidance offered by national and international bodies 

▪ Consider the pros and cons of de-risking 

▪ Practice conducting effective due diligence on Respondent Institutions 

▪ Review JMLSG guidance on transaction monitoring 

▪ Understand how to monitor correspondent banking relationships in order to best manage the risks 

▪ Become familiar with the various categories of SWIFT messages 

▪ Discuss relevant high profile case studies 

▪ Become more proficient in filing a suspicious activity report (SAR) 
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Fraud prevention, detection and 
reporting  
A review of common fraud typologies to enable firms to implement more robust prevention, 
detection, investigation and reporting systems and controls. 

Course Description  

The programme is designed to follow the Analysis International method of problem solving exercises that allows the 
attendees to work with colleagues within the European and UK Financial Sector and Law Enforcement Community to gain a 
better understanding of the challenges faced within Financial institutions on a day to day basis when confronted with 
fraudsters and other criminals looking to exploit weaknesses in processes and human failings.   

The programme is aimed at FIU/AML analysts, risk managers, internal auditors, fraud professionals and investigators.   

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day depending on your requirements 

Course Outline 

▪ An overview of fraud and international initiatives in place to tackle the problem   

▪ Typologies of fraud 

▪ Methods of investigation 

▪ Fraud prevention 

▪ Fraud detection and investigation 

▪ Reporting Fraud 
 
 
Learning Objectives 
 

The participants will:  

▪ Understand common Fraud typologies   

▪ Examine and critique relevant case study on the identification of predicate offences that apply in Fraud 
investigations, and then expand that learning into the effective analysis of financial data in a reactive and 
proactive investigation. 

▪ Learn to evaluate financial data in a Fraud/Corruption investigation more effectively to enhance the intelligence 
and investigative process. 

▪ Gain awareness of National and International responses and initiatives to eradicate Fraud and Financial Crime.  

▪ Develop confidence in decision making capability and the reporting process that derives from working in a small 
teams of peers from different backgrounds and organisations. 

▪ Bridge the gap between the generic feedback provided by FIU/regulators to fulfil the appetite of better reporting 
within the institution. 
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Money Laundering Risks of the Capital 
Markets 
Understand how money launderers can exploit the capital markets through a review of the risks 
posed by customers, brokers and fund managers as well as the various financial instruments which 
are traded. 

Course Description  

The capital markets have been identified as an emerging threat by FATF and various national risk assessments, including 
the UK’s NRA published in October 2017.  This highly interactive training programme offers a unique experience for Senior 
Managers, Compliance Officers and all employees who work in capital markets to explore the money laundering risks in 
more depth.  Participants will assess the risks that their institution is exposed to and learn how to recognise and report 
suspicious activity. 

This fully immersive course has been designed to incorporate instructor-lead delivery of real-life case studies as well as 
sessions for participants to employ situational awareness techniques in analysis, critical thinking, and investigation skills. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as a half day, but can be run as a full day if preferred. 

Course Outline 

▪ Placement, layering and integration within the capital markets 

▪ Conducting a business risk assessment 

▪ Retail and wholesale customers 

▪ Primary markets, secondary markets and OTC 

▪ Equity and debt markets 

▪ Other markets and instruments 

▪ Market access and delivery channels 

▪ Market abuse 

▪ Reporting suspicious activity  
 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Understand how the capital markets can be exploited by money launderers 

▪ Review the money laundering risks faced by their institution 

▪ Consider the money laundering risks posed by customers, markets, instruments and market access 

▪ Review market abuse offences 

▪ Understand how to recognise and report suspicious activity   
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Money Value Transfer Services (MVTS) 
This course delivers an understanding of the differences between conventional Western style money 
remittance services and money value transfer services such as Hawala, Hundi and Fei Chien.   

Course Description  

This course covers what is meant by MVTS and how it differs from conventional money remittance activity.  Participants 
will understand the historical background and beneficial nature of genuine MVTS activity through examples and case 
studies.  The course will then focus on identifying the inherent dangers and significant risks of MVTS abuse by criminals to 
launder funds, often usurping conventional banking systems.    

This heavily interactive course enables the instructor to facilitate the participants through their teamwork to ensure they 
develop and enhance their ability in analysis, critical thinking and recognition of typologies and indicators of risk. An actual 
case study of a criminal MVTS is utilised in the form of a group exercise whereby successive chronological document feeds 
of actual MVTS records enable the participants to review, analyse and consider their findings.  This will enable financial 
service providers to recognise suspicious activity. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as a single-day event but can be run as a half-day depending on your requirements. 

Course Outline 

▪ Definition and explanation of MVTS 

▪ The three types of MVTS; Pure (Beneficial), Hybrid Traditional (Benign) and Criminal (Malignant) 

▪ Understanding the benefits of ‘Pure’ MVTS 

▪ The risks posed by ‘Benign’ and ‘Malignant’ MVTS 

▪ Interactive case study teamwork with document feeds including – 

▪ Initial intelligence reporting 

▪ MVTS Bank Account Ledgers 

▪ MVTS Paper Transaction Records 

▪ MVTS Computer Transaction Records 

▪ MVTS International Trade Payment Invoicing 

▪ Explanation and understanding of the relevance and use of ‘Tokens’ by criminals in cash handovers 
 

Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Understand how MVTS differ from conventional money remittance services  

▪ Understand the necessity and benefits of ‘pure’ MVTS operators 

▪ Gain awareness of the significant AML risks posed by MVTS 

▪ Gain practical experience from handling, reviewing and analysing actual MVTS documents 

▪ Identify ways that criminal MVTS conceal the nature of their activities 

▪ Develop skills that can assist in the identification of MVTS operators  
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Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)  
An Introduction to the capabilities of Open Source Intelligence for researching, identifying and 
tracing information to support your investigation. 

Course Description  

This interactive training programme offers an exploration of what information is available using OSINT. The course explores 
security, data collection, searching techniques, resources, the effects of GDPR and online personas.  

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day or two-day course depending on and tailored to 
your requirements 

Course Outline 

Course subjects include but not limited to: 

▪ Browser Security: the dangers of Cookies & Trackers; Password generators and management tools; Virtual 
Private Networks (VPN); Tiny URLs and Learn how to avoid unsafe links; Use of Proxy Servers, The safest way to 
create a free online pseudonym 

▪ Firefox: Add-ons including the ‘HTTPS’ add-on 

▪ Search Tools: An Exploration of different browser types and search engines; WHOIS services to unmask people 
who set up websites; UTC and Time zone tools in investigations to locate people; Wayback Machine (Internet 
Archive); QR Codes to hide information; Hidden information in source code; Free and subscription based ‘people 
finding’ tools; Jargon and hidden messages within emojis; Search UK and OFAC Sanctions Lists. 

▪ Google: How Google indexes and caches data; Advanced searching; Google conversion ; Google Maps and 
Streetview; Google Alerts for automated searching, and Google Translate 

▪ Facebook: How to search; how to find ID numbers, and why they’re useful; leveraging ‘Facebook like’ data; use 
Facebook Messenger to search for ‘hard to find’ people; to download Facebook Friends lists, and shared 
Facebook friends using free tools 

▪ Twitter: Advanced search; searching conversations between two Twitter users; free tools  to analyse a Twitter 
account in seconds; free tools to analyse the followers of multiple Twitter accounts; Geo-tagging 

▪ YouTube: How to search using filters; access free transcripts; free tools to convert YouTube videos to audio files 

▪ Reddit: Searching discussions 

▪ LinkedIn: How to search LinkedIn, without leaving a footprint 

▪ The dark web: Exploration of the Dark Net, Hidden Service Marketplaces, TOR, and Bitcoin. 

▪ Evidential Capture: Investigation logs and a free atomic clock tool; Screenshots, video downloads; Capturing IP 
address 

▪ Alternate Mapping: Mapillary; Global postcode system being exploited by criminals; Free Cyber-attack 
interactive maps, Global Disaster maps; EXIF data within images 

 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Demonstrate the ability to navigate internet utilities in order to capture and evaluate relevant data 

▪ Identify key sources of publicly and privately available information from different areas of the internet 

▪ Maintain audit trails and browse securely leaving minimal footprints 
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Organised Criminal Networks 
An introduction to the Money Laundering techniques employed by Organised Criminal Networks 
(OCN)  

Course Description  

Analysis International offer a selection of unrivalled complex simulated ‘live’ investigations packed with multiple data feeds 
including money laundering methodologies and intelligence leads aimed at experienced specialist investigators from 
financial institutions.   

These fully immersive courses have been designed to encourage critical thinking, assessment of intelligence, risk 
assessments, team work, and identification of intelligence gaps including diligent examination of banking documents. 

Analysis International can build and deliver courses regarding OCNs to your institutions specifications.  

Course Duration 

These courses are typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day depending on your requirements 

Course Outline 

Current Organised Criminal Network (OCN) courses on offer with Analysis international: 

▪ Human Trafficking 

▪ Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs 

▪ Drug Trafficking 

▪ Wildlife Crime 

▪ Bespoke course builds: The courses can include the use of cash couriers, money service businesses, front 
companies, real estate investment, identity documents, credit through overdrafts, loans, credit/debit cards and 
tax credits.  Analysis international can use company logos, corporate formats, internal policies and procedures to 
deliver the scenario suitable to your organisation. 
 

Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Be more proficient in understanding and investigating complex problems 

▪ Be able to recognize and develop intelligence leads and multiple lines of enquiry 

▪ Be more confident in their ability to create a hostile environment for Organized Criminal Networks  

▪ Understand and identify key Indicators through diligent examination of banking data 

▪ Develop teamwork and communication skills  
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Human Trafficking 
An introduction to the financial indicators involved with the trafficking and exploitation of vulnerable 
persons conducted by Organised Criminal Networks (OCNs) operating within Europe. 

Course Description  

Trafficking occurs mainly for the purpose of sexual exploitation and forced labour. This programme offers the opportunity 
to engage in a unique and emotive intelligence-led exercise, supported by a series of topical case studies that reinforce 
observable financial indicators in regards to the trafficking and exploitation of vulnerable persons.  

The participants will develop the investigation and report a SAR/STR at the conclusion of the programme. Participants will 
gain a greater understanding of human trafficking and how and where to recognise the financial indicators.   

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day depending on your requirements 

Course Outline 

▪ Introduction to Human Trafficking  

▪ Techniques of African based Organised Criminal Networks trafficking into Europe 

▪ Scenario One:  Funding trafficking operations with credit facilities 

▪ Slovakian based Organised Criminal Networks trafficking into the UK 

▪ Scenario Two:  Creating the layering structure and developing respectability  

▪ Forced labour, methods employed for controlling the exploited 

▪ Scenario Three: Recognize the indicators of the Human Trafficking network  

▪ Roma based child trafficking and exploitation 

▪ Scenario Four: Identifying indicators and beneficiaries of Human Trafficking 

▪ Hungarian sexual trafficking using front companies 

▪ Conclusion  
 

Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Identify the stages of Exploitation and Trafficking of vulnerable persons through the analysis of financial data 

▪ Recognise money laundering and red flags that will indicate Exploitation and Trafficking 

▪ Possess greater awareness of the techniques utilized by Organised Crime Gangs from a Global Perspective 

▪ Be more proficient in financial investigation and the analysis of Human Trafficking, Exploitation and money 
laundering 

▪ Understand how financial intelligence can be used to identify and disrupt Human Trafficking and Exploitation 

▪ Be able to recognise and develop financial intelligence in a reactive and proactive Human Trafficking exercise 

▪ Become more proficient in recognising and reporting potential Human Trafficking 

▪ Recognise Human Trafficking indicators from the examination of financial data gathered from actual incidents 

▪ Engage in knowledge transfer sessions with HT Investigators 
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Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs 
An Introduction to Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs (OMG) and Money Laundering techniques in a deep-
dive financial simulation 

Course Description  

This training programme offers an unrivalled complex simulated ‘live’ investigation packed with multiple strands, money 
laundering methodologies and intelligence leads aimed at experienced specialist investigators from financial institutions.   

This fully immersive course has been designed to encourage critical thinking, assessment of intelligence, risk assessments, 
team work, and identification of intelligence gaps including diligent examination of banking documents. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day depending on your requirements 

Course Outline 

▪ Scenario One:  Requests from law enforcement, identifying money laundering 

▪ Scenario Two:  Loans and overseas management fees 

▪ Scenario Three: Seed money, compliance reporting  

▪ The use of cash-centric front companies in money laundering operations 

▪ Scenario Four: Insiders and risk management 

▪ Scenario Five:  PEPs and reputational risk assessments 

▪ Techniques to overcome sanctions, PEP assessment 

▪ Scenario Six: Layering of funds within the Organised Criminal Network 

▪ Scenario Seven: Identifying indicators and beneficiaries of Money Laundering operations 

▪ Conclusion: Full risk assessment and management strategy  
  

Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Be more proficient in understanding and investigating complex problems 

▪ Be able to recognize and develop intelligence leads and multiple lines of enquiry 

▪ Be more confident in their ability to create a hostile environment for Organized Criminal Networks  

▪ Understand how to identify key Indicators through diligent examination of banking data 

▪ Develop teamwork and communication skills 
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Prevention and Detection of Market 
Abuse 
Identify, assess, monitor and manage your firm’s market abuse risks. Understand how regulators 
enforce market abuse and the policies that can improve the recognition and reporting of suspicious 
transactions 

Course Description  

A key objective of the European Securities and Markets Authority, as well as domestic regulators,  is to ensure the EU’s 
markets function well, and so it is of prime importance that financial services firms have effective systems and controls to 
prevent and detect market abuse.  This highly interactive training programme offers a unique experience for Senior 
Managers, Compliance Officers and all employees to become familiar with the offences of Insider Dealing, Unlawful 
Disclosure and Market Manipulation as per the 2016 EU Market Abuse Regulation.   

This fully immersive course has been designed to incorporate instructor-lead delivery of real-life case studies as well as 
sessions for participants to employ situational awareness techniques in analysis, critical thinking, and investigation skills. 
Participants will learn how to identify, assess, monitor and manage their firm’s market abuse risk, including creating an 
effective Personal Account Dealing policy. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as a half day. 

Course Outline 

▪ EU Market Abuse Regulation 

▪ Market soundings, unlawful disclosure and insider dealing 

▪ Market manipulation 

▪ Enforcement 

▪ Prevention and detection of market abuse – a business risk assessment 

▪ Personal Account Dealing 

▪ Suspicious Transaction and Order Reporting 
 

Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Review the key aspects of the EU Market Abuse Regulation 

▪ Become familiar with the Insider offences 

▪ Discuss common forms of market manipulation 

▪ Understand how the FCA and other regulators enforce market abuse 

▪ Review the market abuse risks faced by their institution 

▪ Create a personal account dealing policy to form part of their firm’s systems and controls 

▪ Understand how to recognise and report suspicious transactions and orders 
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Sanctions Awareness 
Understand how to identify and deal with persons or entities listed on sanctions regimes within 
national jurisdictions. 

 Course Description  

Sanctions are an ever changing area of interest and concern to financial institutions; Linked to International Politics, they 
show no sign of going away.  Any industry with long term financial or commercial practices must consider the possibility of 
sanctions arising.  We will focus on US Sanctioned Entities, OFAC List-Based Sanctions Programmes, UN Sanctions, EU 
Sanctions and the current UK Financial Sanctions. 

Course Duration 

This is typically offered as a full day course but can be run as a half day event depending on your requirements. 

Course Outline 

▪ Understand the legal basis and function of multilateral and unilateral Sanctions 

▪ Sanctions Lists: Gain an awareness of current sanctions regimes and lists as it may impact on your business 

▪ The implications of failing to comply with US and other Sanctions for your business and yourself 

▪ Practical Implications: Must you comply with US Sanctions in case unrelated US operations are blacklisted. Are 
you dependent on US Companies for technology, sales, finance, and supplies? 

▪ Review and discuss Enforcement Actions for Sanctions Violations 

▪ A Look at High Risk Jurisdictions 

▪ Exercise Component: Within your team environment you will achieve: 

▪ Create a Sanctions policy for your institution 

▪ Risk assess circumstances in which firm could be exposed to sanctions i.e. dealing in certain 
jurisdictions for example Cross checking of clients 

▪ Consider and discuss the preparation and execution of a sanctions political risk check list and 
contingency risk programme. 

▪  The course will also cover the two United Nations Security Council sanctions regimes: 

▪ Against ISIL (Da’esh), Al-Qaida and affiliates – known as the “ISIL and Al-Qaida sanctions regime” or 
1267/1989/2253 sanctions regime: World-wide counter-terrorism regime dealing with threats to 
international peace and security 

▪ Against the Taliban and affiliates – known as the “1988 sanctions regime”: Afghanistan-specific regime 
dealing with threats to the peace, stability and security of Afghanistan 

 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Define legal basis of targeted sanctions, the current targeted sanctions regimes and types of measures 
implemented 

▪ Check names of individuals using the relevant sanctions list  

▪ Access information on existing sanctions regimes, provisions and measures  
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Trade Based Money Laundering 
(TBML) 
A workshop investigating TBML methodologies, tactics and red flags, as well as reviewing effective 
systems and controls to mitigate the risks. 

Course Description  

This highly interactive training programme offers a unique experience for trade finance professionals, Compliance Officers 
and senior managers to discover why trade-based money laundering is an increasingly attractive means for criminals to 
transfer their illicit funds around the world, leading to greater regulatory focus on banking systems and controls.  
Participants will learn how to manage their firm’s trade finance risks by recognising the red flags and applying best practice 
procedures. 

This fully immersive course has been designed to incorporate instructor-lead delivery of real-life case studies as well as 
sessions for participants to employ situational awareness techniques in analysis, critical thinking, and investigation skills. 

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as one full day, but can be run as a half day if preferred. 

Course Outline 

▪ Trade Finance: Introduction to products & services, financial sanctions and trade embargoes. Financial Crime 
risks & vulnerabilities  

▪ Scenario 1: analyzing the documentation 

▪ Laws, Rules & Best Practice: Financial Action Task Force, EU & International guidance, UK Regulatory 
Environment 

▪ Scenario 2: dual use goods 

▪ Trade-Based Money Laundering: Methodologies, Further tactics, Red flags 

▪ Scenario 3: raising awareness 

▪ TBML Systems & Controls: Risk Assessment, The importance of Customer Due Diligence, Transaction Monitoring 

▪ Scenario 4: filing a Suspicious Activity Report 
 
Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Understand the offences of Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Proliferation Finance, and why they pose 
such a serious problem for financial institutions 

▪ Review the higher Compliance risks associated with trade finance 

▪ Consider the risks associated with dual use goods 

▪ Become familiar with the six main methodologies of trade-based money laundering. 

▪ Utilize common red flags to detect potential trade-based money laundering 

▪ Practice conducting effective Customer Due Diligence 

▪ Understand their role as the first line of defense in protecting the firm from being exploited by criminals 

▪ Become more proficient in filing a suspicious activity report (SAR)  
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Writing an effective Suspicious Activity 
Report (SAR/STR)  
Enhancing the assessment, reporting and dissemination of financial intelligence. 

Course Description  

Financial crime is a threat that is becoming ever more widespread, is increasingly hard to detect and often a worrying 
unknown. Aside from the threat it poses to society and national security, it poses a real risk in terms of reputation, process 
integrity and compliance for the financial community as a whole. 

This training package offers an opportunity to hear directly from former law enforcement and banking professionals as to 
what practical steps you can take to mitigate this risk. The training focus is deliberately “hands-on” in its approach with 
practical insights, relevant case study examples as well as task-orientated breakout session (writing a SAR).  

Course Duration 

This course is typically offered as a half-day but can be tailored to your organization’s needs. 

Course Outline 

This must-have training is designed for all those involved with the prevention and investigation of financial crime in all its 
forms, as well as those engaged in customer due diligence, transaction monitoring and sanctions compliance  and will 
cover the following areas; 
 

▪ The role and function of the FIU 

▪ What is your understanding of a SAR 

▪ How to report and the post submission process   

▪ Reforming the SAR regime  

▪ Reporting Requirements and SAR build 
 

Learning Objectives 

Participants will: 

▪ Become more proficient in completing a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) 

▪ Gain a better understanding of the SAR process and the post submission environment 

▪ Successful completion of a SAR writing exercise 


